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ACROSS

1 East Indian sailor
7 Echo
13 Shirley, of “Goldfinger”
18 Audrey, in “Love in the Afternoon”
19 Librarian’s request
20 Conjure
21 Start of a Valentine verse
24 Jewish school
25 ___ mouse
26 Seventh from the sun
27 Yoko
28 Mall unit
30 Wee bit
31 Weeds wearers
35 Give a buzz
36 Arti or parti ending
37 Secretary
41 Burden
42 Make tea, e.g.
43 Cartoonist Silverstein
44 Needle case
45 More of verse
51 Explosive inits.
52 Askew
53 Gray and Moran
54 Throw out
55 Heckled
57 Attacking with a spray
59 Bronzed from the sun
60 Communications satellite
62 Most astute
64 Leave high and dry
67 Stamen part
69 Meantime
73 Poe’s middle name
74 ___ Detoo, of “Star Wars”
75 Take the lead
76 Way predecessor
77 More of verse
82 Brubek or Garaway
83 Harem rooms
85 “No sweat!”
85 Gilpin, of “Frasier”
86 Flanders stream
87 Ist state
88 Yoga posture
90 Daisy type
92 Admiral’s ser.
93 Actress Verdugo
94 R.R. stop
95 Death: Ger.
98 Twice VI
99 O’Hare, for one
103 End of verse
108 UN agency
109 “The Bald Soprano” playwright
110 ___ oneself: be aloof
111 Aromatic wood
112 International actress Landi
113 Piaf’s “La Vie ___”

DOWN

1 Varnish substance
2 Like ___ of sunshine
3 Math ratio
4 Bounders
5 Haphazardly
6 Sticky stuff
7 Shred
8 Building wing
9 “___ Place”
10 Whole
11 Severe
12 Trillion: comb. form
13 Inward: anat.
14 Stratford’s river
15 Bean curd
16 Trappist cheeses
17 Clear, as profit
19 Wee, to Burns
20 1948 Arab-___ War
22 Nobelist ___ Andric
23 Tiny treats for squirrels
28 Mets arena, 1964–2008
29 Suburban area
31 Value
32 “Comin’ ___ Wing and…”
33 Powders lightly
34 Chemical suffix
35 Quarry
36 Mutate, evolve, etc.
37 International accord
38 Wharton’s Frome
39 Urbane
40 Bounced a check
42 Canaries or chats
43 Black eye, sl.
46 City ESE of Naples
47 Resided
48 12th month
49 Three-wheeler
50 India’s prime minister, 1964–66
56 Soft-shell clam
57 Praying
58 Trump’s “The ___ the Deal”
59 Midmorning hr.
61 Of a foot bone
63 ___-gritty
64 Warbucks, to Annie
65 Kazan and Lamb
66 Spartacuss, notably
68 ___ polloi
70 Actor’s quests
71 Unmoving
72 Radio, television, etc.
74 Book additions
75 Slugger Sammy
78 Dozes a bit
79 Signify
80 Dad’s mother
81 Resort baths
88 ___ generis of another kind
89 Trawler’s nets
90 Pet lovingly
91 Occur
92 Say
93 Praise highly
94 Terse letter-opener
95 Thoroughly cooked
96 Novelist Bagnold
97 Cape near Lisbon
99 Fuss
100 Frankfurt’s river
101 Take back, for short
102 Makes lace
103 Title at Versailles
104 Lace up
105 CIA forerunner
106 Sony rival
107 Stag’s mate
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